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introduction) is not justified. Most attention is given to the struc 
BEV and issues of language functions receive much less compreh ture_ of 
treatment. The uses of BEV are considered primarily in the analysis e~s1

ve 

speech events-ritual insults an,d narratives. Noting the gram; ~o 
similarity of BEV as it is spoken in New York City, Detroit, Washi aticaJ 
D.C., Philadelphia, and San Francisco,Labov reasons (I think corrngtfn 
that this ui:mo7~ty ca~ot ~e _maintained by the adolescents thems:l~ Y) 
He seems Justified also m his inference that the late teens is probably es. 
the upper limit for consistent use of BEV. not 

Instead of concluding that the basic grammar of adults has shifted, we mi 
say that adults have greater practice in shifting their use of the variables tow g~ i 

the standard in semi-formal contexts (285). ar 

This evidence of compartmentalization would seem to warrant mo 
careful attention and interpretation in any discussion of language fun~~ 
tions, and the fact that ·various sub-groups do not show evidence of 
drifting in different directions would also seem important in attemptin 
to understand the functions of BEV. Perhaps a separatist function is bein: 
served by the maintenance of linguistic diversity (cf. Mitchell-Kernan 
1971). 

One drawback of Labov's strategy of considering a small number of 
variables is that this approach does not do justice to the variety of ways 
linguistic and social facts tend to be articulated in a speech community. A 
more insightful yield is promoted by a consideration of the verbal reper
toire of a speech community (cf. Gumperz 1968). A productive approach 
to the understanding of the social functions of linguistic diversity entails 
some consideration of code-switching. In their Norway study, Blom and 
Gumperz (1972) treat the psychological and social context of code
switching, and, in the process, bare aspects of the· functional load being 
carried by two different dialects. The functional specialization of the two 
dialects suggests that they may not be in competition at all. This is a 
finding that ought to be of considerable importance for the study of 
language change. 

What is most deserving of emphasis, however, is the excellence with 
which Labov documents the structure of the BEV, his successful explosion 
of a number of myths about the cognitive and linguistic deficiencies of BEV 

and its speakers, and his substantial contribution to a more socially 
realistic linguistics. 

Professor Mitchell-Kernan is in the Department of Anthropology at the Univer
sity of California, Los Angeles. Her most recent article, "Functional Perspective 
on Afro-American Speech," will appear in the forthcoming book, Nine Black 
Writers on Communication, edited by Taylor and Williams. 
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hr l • sts is that linguistics is 
What needs to be clearly seen by ant heo~:ore fact is. that /linguistics'/ real 
essentially th: quest of ME~NINGr~~s: of the language, and thereby ~uch_ of 
concern is to hght up the t~c~da tl ok upon life of a given community, w_ith 
the thought, the culture an h~ o"ll;, o s I have heard it called, this transmutting 
the light of this "golden somet mg a 
principle of meaning (Whorf 1956: 73). 
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Hee~mg Whorf's eloquent appeal, man anth • 197 
and lmgui~ts in the 1950s joined forces tffind nropologists, psycholo • , 
and stu_dy_mg the role of language in individ l ~w ways of thinking rsts "" 
transrrussion. ua evelopment and a 

0
ut ' p d . cultttr,r 

ara oxic~lly, in the 1960s, Basil Bernstein' QJ. 

beyond the mspirational stage and rovide a s e~f~r~s to carry W 
~or these sciences have thus far f~il d t {: exphci'. mtegrahve th horf 
impa~t. i::is work has filtered into A;eric~n av_e a. s_ig~ficant uni£ e?ry 
selective i~terpre!ations of particular disci 1/cientific Journals thrJumg i; 
some portion of his theory into its own vie p 1;-es. Each has assimilatgh • 

~:~::~~~i~~~IZ'b~~~~ ~:n:ereenvia· ously deffi~r~i~:::r~~~r;;:t1~~~?rThe ~~ , 
cause o concern t B • 1s 

recent years has protested the deform ti • o ernstein, who • 
(Vol. 1: Introduction). But in a curiou a ons to which he feels it has l in 
of his basic theses-thatin,every dom ~ senfkse, the process illustrates ed 

t 
· 

1 
. . amo nowled th • one 

P~ entia that is differentially realized bys ak f g~ ere is a mearun 
thmk of the conceptual frameworks of d1f~ ers ~. di_ffe_rent codes. If w~ 
codes for the realization of meanin it b erent isciplmes as so man 
~ea~ing in this country has larger' be:~or;~~ apparent that Bernstein'; 
lmgmsts concerned with teaching :nd 1 . zed by psychologists and 
schools. . earnmg processes in the public 

The collection of Bernstein's theoretical a • 
Cl~ss, Codes and Control should help resihi p;s m V ~lum~ 1 _of the series 
scie~~es and contribute toward the fulle;~eeal~rns_tem witJ:un the social 
positio1_1. Spanning the period from 1958 t ization of his theoretical 
mcreasmgly sophisticated and com l o :1-971, _the papers present the 
~he reciprocally-determined relatio~s e~ay m w_hich Bernstein conceives 
ily, work, and educational institutions) a o~g s~oa\structures (class, fam
symbolic structures and modes f n c~ u~a systems (knowledge 

l 
" · • ' o communication) B t • , , ' 

em is m the grand tradition of 1 . 1 . • erns em s 'prob-

1 
c assica soc10logy D kh • 

were a so concerned with the l f • ur e1m and Marx 
(cultural) forms and Bernstein pf:c:si~~s b1;w~en_ soci~l and symbolic 
he also works in the grand trad'ti /mse w1thm their "matrix." But 
Wharf, he finds language to bei tin° ~1_1t~ropology for, like Sapir and 
which social structures and cult e me iating mechanism by means of 
Thus, Bernstein's views speak s~al 1frocesses perpetuate one another. 
theory of culture, a theor of l imu aneously to a theory of society, a 
velopment! No wonder if· d~figuf ge, and a theory of cognitive de
net~o_rk of meaning. is i cu t to lay hold of the Bernsteinian 

Difficulties are compounded B • • failure thus far to achieve : a_s ernStem ~m~elf points out, by his 
series of "interpretive fra; u~i~Ib1?i theo_ry; his v~ews constitute only a 
seeming contradictions th ~s 

1 
• ~ thi s form, mconsistencies, if not 

frames themselves hav' b nve_ a ongside of ambiguities. Moreover, the 
structs and relations a e een m a constant state of flux, as central con-

mong conStructs have been successively reformu-
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. l d redefined. Nonetheless, Bernstein's contribution to the social 
~t_e -a~ is a major one, for he is among the few proposing specific 
cw;tcisrns relating social processes to individual processes, and these 
· ~-. a nnciple, amenable to investigation. F JJltKe fullest, and in some ways clearest, presentation of Bernstein's 

or nt frame, we follow his recommendation to turn to chapter seven, 
r~s_e ally prepared in 1965, which he describes as the "penultimate 
rt~" on social class, language and socialization. While this chapter 

dape not represent the last word, it is a good point of departure for our 
, oe!ideration of Bernstein's specific hypotheses as to the ways in which 

l
~on uage functions as the link between societal processes and individual 
ang . ,, chological processes. ~s§ince we want to argue against" selective interpretations" of Bernstein, 
, e will begin with an explication of some of his central constructs, as they 
we presently understood. It seems preferable to run the risk of a too
a~hernatic, and perhaps "dogmatized" version of Bernstein's theoretic 
'~ornain than to rely on one more personal sampling from it. 

Each of the terms in the chapter title is a crucial node in the network: 

social class, socialization, language. 

Social Class 

·-In establishing the relations among society, culture and language, Bern-
. stein follows Marx's example in the latter's treatment of Hegel and stands 
-Whorf on his head. In contrast to Wharf, who held that "fashions of 
' peaking" determine social relations through their role in shaping the 
culture, Bernstein's view is that "the form of the social relations ••• 
,generates distinct linguistic forms or codes and these ••• transmit the 
'culture" (122). Wharf's approach, which assumes that speakers within a 
society who share a common language also share a common culture, 
leads to an analysis of differences between societies. Bernstein's emphasis 
on the different "fashion of speaking" that may be generated within a 
common-language community leads to an analysis of cultural differences 

within societies. The sub-cultural differences with which Bernstein is concerned are 
differences that he believes obtain between the working and middle 
classes in Western industrialized societies such as England and the 
United States. These differences cannot be automatically extrapolated to 
the "poor," or to ethnic and racial minorities, or to the allegedly "cultur-

. ally disadvantaged" and "deprived." 
According to Bernstein, the distinctive characteristics of the working 

class (the group differences that "make a difference") are shaped by both 
, the division of labor and the division of knowledge within capitalist 
society. The division of labor separates work tasks requiring physical 

. manipulation and control from those requiring symbolic organization 
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and control, and establishes work relation f 
collective rather than individual decision s J ma~ual labor that call f 
occupational function a?d social statu;~:httor~ result of com.mi~ 
strong communal bonds m which the "we" t k cf class develops 
and a form of family organization in wh· : es ~ecel ence over the "I" 
status and authority. ic soci roes are defined b 

In addition, the working class has • d y 
especially to the "symbolic symbols t~~~;~e ~c~ss to knowledge and 
chan?e the boundaries of experience" (172) A~ am~n can extend and 
iepnv_ed of knowledge of the changeability of the ~ ass d wor~ers are 

y which change is achieved· "Historically a d wor Jn of pnndples 
:ge of the population has b~en socialized in~o ;;:/ d ya tiny percen-

e meta-languages of control and inno ti we ge at the level of 
population has been socialized into kn va on, whereas the mass of the 
operations" (174, 175). owledge at the level of context-tied 

Socialization 

~ile Bernstein at times enumerates four b • • • m contemporary societies-famil asic agencies of socralization 
limits his analysis to socializati y, peer group_, school and work-he 
"sh Id b on processes within the f mil • 

ou e obvious that the focusing and filt • f h a • Y since it 
ence within the family in a large measure is en~g o t e child's experi-
scopic _orderings of society" (174, 175). a rmcrocosm of the macro-

Havmg thus made the famil bear th b • • 
cess, Bernstein is required to Jap cl ~;unt of t~e soc~ahzation pro-
sys!ems. This conversion process hat:!sult er~nces mto different family 
which working-class and middl - I f _e~ m a number of schemas in 
~f bi-polar oppositions. A persi:ti:~~i a:m~s a~e characterized by sets 
tional families in which relations a sf ~ on is made between posi
by status and authority (the "mod1:;;?ng a . Y ~embers are determined 
personal families in which relati zi,e within t~e working class) and 
unique interests and attributes of :nJ. -~s ~re flexibbly regulated by the 
middle class). ivi ua mem ers (modal within the 

Within these family role 1 f h" proceeds in a critical s t ref a ions ips the socialization of the young 
imagin~tive,_ and interpe:so~al.contexts-the regulative, instructional, 

At this pomt Bernstein's views can b 
of early culture-and-personality th e _s~en ;s formally similar to those 
socializing process to provide th w eons s_. ~ey, too, looked to the 
which personality rocesse . e ii:itegrating life experiences" through 
institutions. They, ~

00 
ide;~::~~~toge~h~r.and perpetuate cultural 

Fre~dian tradition, co~ceived of th
1 

c s?cra~zmg co~t~xts, but, in the 
which the child's impulses ~se p~marily as trammg contexts in were roug t under social control. They 

~ •·• I 
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}'.;;:~\r· ',~phasized the crucial importance and enduring effect of the child's 

~MJi~st, preverbal experiences. 
~;;i,'~rnstein's method of analysis, as well as the content of his ideas, 
:'~ntrasts with that of traditional child socialization theorists. The latter 
~ended to represent causal relationships among variables as linear and 
operating ~n antecedent-consequent fas~ion, whereas Bernstein depicts 
relationships as mutually-causal. (Social roles, for example, transmit 
linguistic codes, while codes induct children into their appropriate social 

roles.) 

Language 

Bernstein's theory has been most plastic in its characterization of the 
specific ways in which language functions as the bond between social 
class and socialization. This variability is undoubtedly a major source of 
"misinterpretation" as researchers continue to try to identify and count 
syntactical and lexical features of speech that Bernstein once thought 
distinguished class-based language codes but to which he no longer gives 

criteria! rank. The concept code now refers to the deep structural principle that regu-
lates the way in which meanings are realized through "surface" speech 
variants. Codes are not directly observable; their orders of meaning must 
be inferred from the characteristics of speech variants in the different 
socializing contexts. Elaborated speech variants realize universalistic 
meanings-that is, meanings that transcend a given context. Restricted 
speech variants realize particularistic meanings, defined as meanings that 
are dependent on the contexts in which they occur and only partially 
communicated by verbal means. 

At the present time, Bernstein is emphatic in his insistence that both 
working class and middle class have available both speech variants and 
that distinctions arise primarily "in terms of the contexts which evoke 
certain linguistic realization" (144). In addition, social group differences 
in communication may arise from the differing orientations they take 
toward the realization of either object or person meanings within any 
given context (selective realization, in Halliday's words, of "the total 
semiotic potential"). Bernstein has portrayed relationships among these 
categories of variables in a number of classification tables, elegantly 
integrated into a six-way grid by Gumperz and Hymes (1972: 470). 

Where do these distinctions lead us? It would seem that we have 
arrived by circuitous route to a restatement of the Cole hypothesis (Cole, 
Gay, Glick and Sharp 1971) that cognitive differences across cultures 
reside mainly in the different situations to which the same skills are 
applied. But as we see it, this is not Bernstein's final view. The differences 
in meaning potential realized by different social groups in various con-
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texts add up to a significant overall difference. Relative to the midcU 
class child, the working-class child realizes fewer universal meanings e
public forms of knowledge. What ~e knows is less ~he has restrictir 
access to knowledge) and-Bernstem leaves open this possibility t d 
-some of what he knows may be less well-known (since it has be 00 

realized by a particularistic meaning code). As goes the class, so goes t~n 
child: limited in his full realization by the characteristics of his linguisti~ 
code. 

Social implications are evident and made explicit by Bernstein. On th 
large scale, changes in the social structure and form of social relations ar! 
needed to modify linguistic codes. Bernstein points to such diverse 
movements as upward mobility on the part of individual members of the 
working class, and social protests such as the Civil Rights movement, as 
processes leading toward code change. Above all, it is the basic function 
of the educational system to introduce the working-class child to the 
"universalistic meanings of public forms of thought" (149). His analysis 
emphasizes the need £or reforms in educational and other social institu
tions rather than remedial programs aimed at "re-form" of children's 
language skills. 

Psychological implications-those most commonly drawn from the 
theory-are not evident. Bernstein's papers nowhere present a treatment 
of the relation between language use and cognition that specifies what 
consequences different codes might have for a child's conceptual and 
reasoning processes. Conclusions about language usage are generally 
drawn in terms of the disabilities working-class children face in the school 
situation--conclusions that need not rest on any notion of differential 
intellectual abilities. Nonetheless, there are many nonsystematic obser
vations in the papers suggesting an association between restricted code 
and restricted intellectual capacities that, while lying outside theory, have 
propelled its application in a one-sided direction. 

C. Wright Mills might well have characterized Bernstein's theory as 
grand-level in contrast to middle-level theory. It is not clear how "grand 
theories" are to be tested, and when, as here, they are considerably less 
than formal and systematic, the movement from concept to datum be
comes hard to chart. Up to now, attempts to test Bernstein have been 
based only on early discarded formulations of the nature of elaborated 
and restricted communication. On these counts, as well as others to be 
discussed, it is difficult to assess how theory speaks to fact and fact to 
theory. 

What is the nature of the empirical support that Bernstein and his 
colleagues have thus far presented? Three major sources of difficulty 
emerge from the empirical studies in Volume 2 of Class, Codes and Control: 
1) the nature of the empirical data base; 2) the kinds of inferences about 
individuals and groups drawn from the data; and 3) the relation between 
data and Bernstein's theory. 
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:l.,_;, . mind that the entire corpus of data m the 
,,.,,,first, it must b~ kept:es from interviews with mother~ and children. 
, fuille under review co . k with adults are interview schedules 

y·q ... riillary instruments m wor . various aspects of socializa-
,~oKt the uses of toys, the ~ole of 1:nrut:~;;age usage in children is as
(~ .. interpersonal_ mtera~tionS, e_ c. • hich they are asked to talk 
no:e __ d by presentin_g childrdenirnilp~c~:~c:s designed to elicit children's 
ses d by interviews an s ar 
abo.ut, an . 

eech. . . ·th the interactions between sooal class 
s __ P_._'1'1.e focus in these_studies ~s Wlt . questions (or tasks) that act as 
, ,;1n to different m erv1ew . "Cl 

:~t;;:re~~~~svario~s soc!~t~fnn~~~}i~:;art~t:es~!ea~e:;;;~l c1::: 
and Uses of Toys, Ber th f ll wing two statements about the impor
··,,"erence in responses_ to e o ob 1) children can find out about 
(llll £ toys are nnportant ecause h s by 
.tance o toys_: d will be helped in their schoolwork. Int e paper d 
thi,ngs; 2) chil ren d b Henderson, the questio:r:i-s ~o:1cern~ 
Bernstein and Hende!so;~ius s~cial situations (e.g., disophrung chil
the role of lang_uage I~ hat you feel letting others know what you 
dren, letting children ow w , 

really mean).. f the kinds of interaction that are most congenial to ~te 
An illustrati~n o fr m the article by Bernstein and Henderson on ~ 

theory can be rawn o . 1iz tion In assessing how middle-class an 
relevance of language to s_oc1a ha difficulty of teaching children nonver
working-class mothers_ view! o~ uestions designed to tap '~skill teach-

\ 

bally, they found that m a se . q ed the difficulty of teaching nonver
ing," working-class mothers es_tim~ddle-class mothers. But the middle;, 

l bally to be more sever~ than t!fficul of teaching "how things work 
. class mothers emphasized th k ,~ hile the working-class mothers 
relative to "teaching every ~ay tts \ "".multaneously undo the idea of 
did not. This ~d o~ result is ta :n ~cl:ss mothers emphasize langu~~e 
verbal depriv~tion (smce the wor~~~d rovide support for Bernstein s 
more tha~ rm1dle-claalss ~otf ~~e funclon of language (since the em
class-by-situation an )''.sis o 
phasis is context-spea~c_). . . 1 ·n the nature of specific statistical 

There are technical difficulties mv~ vi g h ll ass over More serious, 
analyses involved in thes_e res~lt~ t at;~; ~f ihe results (a point that 
we believe, is the que stion ? t_ et~= ~ntroduction to their paper) .. 
Bernstein and Hendersohn _raise m t tion of results with the following 

The authors follow t err presen a 
statement: 

. h thers' responses what they actually wo:11d 
It is not possible to infer from t e mo f t . dence obtained from the first 

. d b t in we can re er o evi 1 ts say to the chil , u aga arlier This evidence strong y sugges 
interview with the mothers two years e • 

th(i) The middle-class mothers are more likely than working-class mothers to 
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take up the child's attempts to inter-act verbally with the mother in a r 
contexts. ange of 

(2) The middle-class mothers are less likely to avoid or evade ans . 
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difficult questions put to them by their children. Wenng 
(3) The middle-class mothers are less likely to use coercive method 

control. s of 

( 4) The middle-class mothers are more likely to explain to the child wh th 
want a change in his behavior. (Bernstein and Brandis, 1970). Y ey 

Thus, we have good reasons for believing that not only is there a dzffierence b 
1 

h 
• l l • h • h • l · e ZVeen t e socza c asses mt e1r emp aszs upon anguage m contexts of inter-persona/c 

1 
b h • d ;~ • h • . h on rot ut t ere zs a zJJerence m t e mea11111gs whzc are verbally emphasized (italics ' ~-~~- ~ 

Is this evidence seriously intended as a warrant for the validity of th . 
results? Validity is not to be confused with plausibility. Its techni eir 
m_ea~ing is_ quite precis~: the_ degree_ of co_rrelation between a test anl: 
cntenon. Smee the test m this case 1s an interview, and the criterion · 
another fnterview, only th~ reliabili~ of the results can be at issu;s 
Nowhere zn the work presented zs the valzdzty of any of Bernstein's measures (e.g 
the relation between interview responses to what mothers actually say) evaluated_·, 

It would not be so important to make this point if the authors' disclaim
ers about the limitations of the data base were retained in the conclusions 
and discussion sections of the various papers. Unhappily, the discussions 
and conclusions read for all the world like descriptions of what mother and child really do. 

Closely related to the matter of data base and the relation between 
"interview response versus real life behavior" is the question of what 
inferences about individuals, and particularly individual cognitive pro
cesses, are warranted by the data presented in these studies. It is our 
judgment that this is the area where Bernstein's ideas have been most 
widely abused, but also the area where he and his co-workers are most 
often open to misinterpretation (if, indeed, they are not guilty of the same 
abuses adopted by others). The central issue here is to determine what, if 
any, are the consequences of different codes and modes of control for 
individual psychological processes. 

The procedure of testing a sociological theory of culture transmission 
by using questionnaires as a data base ought not, on the face of it, to elicit 
much evidence about individual cognitive processes. As a rule, especially 
when speaking to this issue directly, Bernstein adopts this position: he 
claims to be making statements only about patterns of language usage in 
socialization processes, at the level of sociological inferences. But at 
several points in both of the volumes under review, his interpretation of 
the consequences of different patterns of language use seems to involve 
statements about the cognitive processes of difference code users. By 
indirection, this kind of conclusion is implicit in the citation of evidence 
that within social class groups, predominately elaborated code users 

•• • ' Cl Codes and Control 395 ,ER and COLE / On Bemstem s ass, 

• d • ately restricted code users (al.,gher on 1.Q._ tests than pre arm~ that an economist who was 
the correlations ar~, 

1
?w .f~noug ,, ould be likely to dismiss the ted in prediction, not sigm icance, w . 

~£fair). • • • s direct, either in studies that m
, however, mdirectionh bec~me measures where inferences 
, ~ use of I.Q. tests or ot er angua~e mspect For example, the 

h t be even more circu . . 
'.'ogniti<;>n oug td ~ d purports to deal with codes, perception 
by Robmson an ree. b tween code usage and 1.Q. test 
iscrimination.,, Correlation~d :tron differentials, attesting to the 
, we are told, gave clear a . 1 l" We believe this statement to 
'ity and validity of the matena ds ~~e • ssed above. But to compound 

1 unfounded on the groun s iscu 
_re :kobinson and Creed go on to tell us, 

' • • kin -class language samples found in 
reas the charactenshc~ of the wor ref~rence for certain modes of exp~es-
r studies could be attnbuted to a p h matical structures or leXIcal 

erather than an inability to us~hot ~:w~~: group differences are more ' • nts the results here support e v1 
eme t'ters of selective preferences (131). anma 

'", . · tr tment of ..-• " l' // T rner in an mteresting ea 
)s not an isolated sip. I u ana' explanations, tells us_ that :'such 
dren's use of commands_, r:1 es, d develop two things m the • •• • ti n will mfluence an • 

11 • , • licit] comm um ca o. e and his power of reasorung 
~ isimultaneously, hi~ use of langua~ti e consequences" for differ-

, i: Hawkins claims "important ~g~cl:ss and middle-class childre,n 
, in type of speech between war ng as measures of children s 
Bernstein and Young use ~Q. sit:iyss· middle-class conceptions es in their paper on concep ans . 

ote intelligence. . h kinds of statements unless we 
i,.can see no wa~ to mterfu:etc~-:~rkers believe that code usage 
•• e that Bernstem an~. bil'ti Withoutenteringtheargument 
ences individuals' cogrutive a ti a~d co nitive processes, ~~ want 

Ii/the relation between I.Q. ~es s of the kfnd we have been ating ~re 
"ply to point out that conclusions d e anti'thetical to the ma1or 
, , d b the data an ar d 
f'strongly supporte y . . esented in Volume I an sum-
phasis of Bernstein's theonzmt af rep\ It seems that not only con
-~ed in Halliday's preface to o umt:inians as well, are willing to 
d Americans, but conf~s_ed Berns sequence of restricted code 

r1.i1ude that cognitive deficits are a con 

'.ige. • me to the conclusion that little data 
• ~ven these difficultie~, we ~ave co ted in Bernstein's theory of the 
§fto support the relationships postu;~he dis·unction between present 

, cial determinants of language use. Ye h 1d not obscure the valm:' of 
ate of theory and present state_ of data s _or ·cal and anthropological 
'i"cnstein's framework as a gmde to soc10 ogi 
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research. Gumperz and Hymes (1972) suggest its usefulness t th 
nographer of communication as a guide to selecting what he c~ e eth. 
observe, and as ~ means of giving fieldwork a sharper theoretic~of~:s to 
We r~~omrnend 1:, too, for psychologists concerned with langua e Us. 

cognition, as a s~nous attempt to characterize how modes of socialta and 
are translated mto patterns of language usage. However co _tion 
ps~cho_logists should approach the theory with a full awaren~ss !t~~ve 
obligations to provide missing links between Bernstein's sociol . e,r 
hypoth_eses_an? hypotheses about the individual cognitive processeogihca] 
are their pnnc1pal concern. st at 

If one treats it as a problematic framework for the study of th 1 • 
betw • 1 • • 1 ere at,ons ee~ soc1a organization, anguage use, and cognition, and avoi 
temptations to select isolated elements from Bernstein's /s 
framework or to accept uncritically his limited observations, the ci:t ex 
Cl~ss, ~odes and Control can be useful and stimulating to a variety f _In 
scientists. 0 social 

Sylvia Scribner is a Senior Research Associate in the Behavioral Sciences p 
at Rockefeller University. Michael Cole is Associate Professor of Ethno;~r~; 1; 
Psychology and Experimental Anthropology at the same institution. The/are 
co-authors of Culture and Thought: A Psychological Introduction. y 
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Children's Language and 
Maternal Control 
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;his g_ener~Ily fine and important volume speaks to three areas of concern 
n social saence: data, theory, and research method. In the first instance, 
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. eals with . the rel~tionships_ between s?cial clas~ and the replies of 
it dthers and their children to six hypothetical questions about ~ow they 
Jll°uld deal with certain misdemeanors. At t~e level of _theory, 1t fo~uses 
wo the translation of the aforementioned rephes_accordmg to a partic_ular 
on ach to social control. Finally, it addresses itself to the assumptions 
ap~:~lying the methods used to cons~uct varia~ons in the repli~s of 
un thers and their children. In this review, our pnmary concern will be 
rn~ first area--<iata. We s~all focus o~ a des~rip~on of it and some cri~cal th 

ments about it. We will not deal m detail with the theory underlymg ~irs work, because the preceding review has focused on this m~tter. 
However, a few comments must be made for the sake of perspectiv~. 

The framework of Cook-Gumperz's research is the theory of soaal 
trol and language use advanced by Bernstein (see previous article). 

~:fly, this theory holds that there are ~o different_ modes_ of cox:itrol 
derlying all practices of social control in modern industrial soaety: 

un mely, positional and personal. The definition of these two modes of 
na trol revolves around one's orientation to status. Personal control 
~:nts the child toward achieved status, while positi'.mal control c_an 
rient the child toward status achieved or status ascnbed. The ma1or 

~hrust of Bernstein's theory is on the communi~ation sys~ems that tr~ns
mit and maintain the two modes_ of control, which ar~ sa1~ t~ be real1;2ed 
through, and maintained by, different systems of lingu1_stic meanings 
whose deep structure is controlled by an elaborated or a restricted code. The 
process involved here has been described by Bernstein (1964) as follows: 

... the child as he learns his speech, or in the terms used here_ learns specif~c 
codes which regulate his verbal acts, so he also learns the reqmrements of _his 
social structure. The experience of the child is transformed by the learru~g 
which is generated by his own apparently voluntary acts of speech. Soaal 
structure becomes a sub-stratum of his experience essentially through the 
consequences of.a linguistic process. From this point ?f view, _every time t~e 
child speaks or listens the social structure of which he 1s a part 1s remforced m 
him and his social identity is constrained. The social structure becomes the 
developing child's psychological reality by the ~haping of his acts of speech. 

Using Bernstein's theory as a starting pain~, an~ working as a part of a 
major research project focused on the relationshiR bern:een language, 
socialization, and educability, Cook-Gumperz investigat~d sev~ral 
specific research areas: (1) social class differences i~ the mother s practices 
of social control as revealed by the type of emphasis she plac:s on the u_se 
of language in the control of her child; (2) the mother's practices of so~ial 
control in terms of the concepts of positional and personal_ control ~ 1t,h 
specific reference to social class; (3) social class differences in the child, s 
social control in the same terms as previously stated; (4)_ t~e mothers 
language and communication styles in terms of Bernstein s theory _of 
language code; (5) the relationship be.tween the mother's use of soaal 


